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ABSTRACT We present the results of a detailed molecular dynamics study of the closed form of the P2X4 receptor. The fluc-
tuations observed in the simulations were compared with the changes that occur in the transition from the closed to the open
structure. To get further insight on the opening mechanism, the actual displacements were decomposed into interchain motions
and intrachain deformations. This analysis revealed that the iris-like expansion of the transmembrane helices mainly results from
interchain motions that already take place in the closed conformation. However, these movements cannot reach the amplitude
required for the opening of the channel because they are impeded by interactions occurring around the ATP binding pocket. This
suggests that the union of ATP produces distortions in the chains that eliminate the restrictions on the interchain displacements,
leading to the opening of the pore.
INTRODUCTION
P2X receptors are a family of nonselective cationic channels
whose opening is triggered by the binding of ATP to the
extracellular domain (1). They are widespread in the tissues
of mammals and have an extensive range of functions (2).
These receptors are involved in synaptic transmission (3),
presynaptic modulation (4), pain signaling (5), taste sensing
(6), smooth muscle contraction (7), gastrointestinal motility
(8), immune system regulation (9), inflammatory processes
(10), cardiovascular responses (11), and tumor development
(12,13), among others. For this reason they are regarded as
suitable potential targets for development of drugs against
pathologies such as chronic neuropathies, inflammatory
pain, depression, cystic fibrosis, irritable bowel syndrome,
urinary disorders, and cancer (8,14–16). Understanding
how these receptors work, at the molecular level, would
help to design therapeutic agents to relieve or even cure dis-
eases in which they are involved.

P2X receptors are either homo or heterotrimeric struc-
tures (17,18). Human genome codes for seven alternative
subunits of these receptors (19) which are labeled with
numbers from 1 to 7 (P2X1, P2X2, ., P2X7). So far only
the crystal structure of P2X4 has been reported, and both
the closed (20) and open conformations (21) have been dis-
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closed. The analysis of these structures has confirmed previ-
ous findings about the residues involved in ATP binding (22)
and pore gating (23). What is more important, it has allowed
for a detailed characterization of the two structures and pro-
vided the first pictorial model for the closed-to-open transi-
tion. It has also been established that the system has a
threefold symmetry around the transmembrane axis. Each
chain crosses twice the lipid bilayer via two alpha-helix do-
mains, TM1 and TM2. In addition, it has been assessed that
the extracellular domain is large (z70 Å) when compared
with the transmembrane domain (z25 Å). The shape of
each subunit resembles that of a ‘‘dolphin.’’ The bodies of
the three dolphins cross each other above the membrane
while the flukes overlap in the transmembrane region. The
dolphins’ ‘‘heads,’’ ‘‘bodies,’’ ‘‘flippers,’’ and ‘‘dorsal fins’’
make up the extracellular domain. The ‘‘flukes’’ comprise
the transmembrane domains.

Kinetic models for the opening of the channel have been
proposed to explain the ionic currents generated in response
to ultrafast ATP pulses (24–26). Based on these models, it
has been suggested that an intermediate state exists in which
the ATP is already bound while the channel is still closed.
Further evidence of the existence of an intermediate state
was provided later by Jiang et al. (27). The large amount
of experimental research performed on these systems is in
sharp contrast with the scarcity of computational studies
presented so far. Normal mode analysis of the closed form
has been conducted to identify collective motions that
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FIGURE 1 Single chain of the P2X4 receptor. Kawate et al. (20) indi-

cated that its form resembles that of a dolphin. The same pictorial descrip-

Dynamics of the P2X4 Receptor
couple the binding of ATP with the opening of the pore
(28,29). Docking and molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions have also been used to analyze the alternative confor-
mations that ATP and similar molecules can adopt when
binding to the relatively large binding pocket (29,30).

In this article we present the results of extensive MD sim-
ulations of the closed structure of the P2X4 receptor. The
structural changes observed in these simulations are thor-
oughly examined and compared with those observed along
the transition from the closed to the open structure. The
main goal of the study is to shed light on the molecular
details of the activation mechanism.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We discuss
the methods used to perform this work and provide details
about the MD simulations in Materials and Methods. Here
we describe the procedure we followed to split the motions
of the receptor into intrachain deformations and interchain
rigid-body movements. We also present details of the meth-
odology used to determine the principal components of the
closed form. In Results, we provide the outcomes of all the
analyses and calculations. First we examine the differences
between the minimized structures of the closed and open
forms as well as the transition between them. Then, the
dynamic aspects of the closed form are considered. We
conclude with a discussion of these results and a summary
of our main conclusions.
tion is employed in this work. Residues 31–55 belong to the TM1 region

(blue); residues 56–112, 177–206, 231–234, 254–281, and 296–334 are

the body (green); residues 113–176 are the head (red); residues 207–230

are the dorsal fin (yellow); residues 235–253 are the right flipper (silver);

residues 282–295 are the left flipper (magenta); and residues 335–361

constitute the TM2 (orange). To see this figure in color, go online.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulation details

The structures of the two conformations of the receptor were taken from the

Protein Data Bank (PDB). They correspond to entries 3I5D (20) and 4DW1

(21), for the closed and open forms, respectively. Hereafter, the numbers of

the residues and the names of the atoms are those found in these files. We

present in Fig. 1 an illustration of a single chain. The different domains are

colored and named according with the pictorial characterization proposed

by Kawate et al. (20). The following paragraphs describe how the original

PDB files were manipulated to produce chains of the same length so that

they could be easily overlapped and compared.

The crystallographic structures lack ~30 residues at the N- and C-termi-

nal parts. In the closed form, chain-A goes from Arg36 to Ile359, chain-B

from Leu34 to Leu361, and chain-C from Leu34 to Trp358. Thus, we added

residues 34, 35, 360, and 361 to chain-A, and residues 359–361 to chain-C,

using chain-B as a template. The crystal structure of the open form, on the

other hand, only contains one chain that goes from Arg36 to Ile359. We

added to it residues 34, 35, 360, and 361 to obtain the same number of res-

idues as the closed structure. The positions of the atoms for the other two

chains were obtained by employing the symmetry information provided

in the crystallographic data. In the structures so prepared, the length of

the TM1 domains in the direction normal to the membrane plane is

~28Å. This is shorter than the usual thickness of a lipid bilayer (>30 Å).

In addition, trial MD simulations of this protein model, embedded in a lipid

bilayer, found that the structure is unstable. In particular, the N-terminal re-

gions of each chain rotate, producing a noticeable change in the angle be-

tween the helices and the membrane normal. We assumed that this was

caused by the missing residues at the N-terminal side. Therefore, we added

residues Val31, Gly32, and Thr33 to all chains. The structure of the inserted

segment was estimated using the I-TASSER server (31). It predicted that

the new residues continue with the alpha helix motif of the residues already
present. In the new protein models, the alpha helix of TM1 extends from

residues 31 to 53, having a vertical length of ~32 Å that almost covers

the thickness of the lipid bilayer.

We only performed MD simulations on the closed form of the channel.

We utilized the graphical user interface of the CHARMM membrane

builder (32,33) to soak the protein in a square lipid bilayer of 144.2 Å2

that includes 512 POPC molecules (256 in each side). The protein was

located so that the top of the membrane was aligned with residue Tyr52

of TM1. Water molecules were added to form an octahedral cell. The sys-

tem was fed into the Leap module of Amber, selecting the Amber99SB

force field to describe the protein plus the water molecules and the Lipid14

force field for the POPC molecules (34). The initial structure was mini-

mized and then heated from 0 K to 100 K at constant volume during 120

ps. Next, the heating was continued from 100 K to 310 K during 120 ps,

but switched to constant pressure conditions so that the density could relax.

A harmonic restraint of 1.5 kcal/mol.Å2 was applied on the Ca atoms of the

protein and the oxygen atoms of the water molecules in the two heating

periods. This was followed by four consecutive 100 ps simulations at

310 K in which the restraints were gradually eliminated (0.5, 0.1, 0.05,

and 0.01 kcal/mol.Å2). After that, we performed 25 consecutive MD simu-

lations of 20 ps monitoring a correct density equilibration. With the model

so prepared we performed eight equivalent MD simulations to assess the

consistency of the results. All these simulations started from the same equil-

ibrated structure and only differed in the initial atomic velocities, which

were randomly chosen from a Maxwellian distribution at 310 K. The

production phases of each simulation lasted for 200 ns, adding up a total

of 1.6 ms. The SHAKE algorithm was implemented to constrain the length
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of the bonds involving hydrogen atoms. This allowed for the use of a time

step of 2.0 fs. A cutoff radius of 10.0 Å was employed for the nonbonded

interactions. The particle mesh Ewald method was applied to handle the

long-range coulombic forces (35,36).
Interchain and intrachain decomposition analysis

When describing the motions of a set of particles it is usually instructive to

decompose them into two contributions. One of them is given by the trans-

lation and rotation of the whole set, considered as a rigid body. The second

contribution comes from movements that modify the shape of the set of par-

ticles. These motions change the distances between particles and are usually

referred to as the ‘‘internal’’ motions. The separation between rigid-body

and internal motions is particularly enlightening when analyzing the fluctu-

ations of oligomeric proteins. In this case, the rigid-body motions describe

the interchain movements whereas the internal motions describe the intra-

chain movements (i.e., deformations of each chain). Recently, Vesper and

de Groot presented a simple procedure to separate these two contributions

(37). We implemented their method to study the fluctuations of the closed

form of the P2X4 receptor, as well as to analyze the closed/open transi-

tion. For completeness we briefly describe the procedure here.

With the snapshots collected from a MD simulation we proceed as fol-

lows. As usual, rigid-body translation and rotation of the whole protein

are removed by least-square-fitting all the snapshots onto the first one. After

that, for every snapshot, the Ca atoms of chain-A are least-square-fitted onto

the Ca atoms of the same chain in the reference structure, and a new PDB

file is recorded with the coordinates so generated. We used the minimized

conformation of the closed form, X0
cl, as the reference structure. Altogether

these PDB files describe a fictitious trajectory with the intrachain move-

ments of chain-A. The procedure is repeated for the other two chains.

When the PDB files of the three chains are merged, a trajectory with the in-

trachain movements of the whole protein is obtained. Hereafter, the set of

structures of this fictitious trajectory will be denoted as fXintra
cl g, whereas

Xintra
cl is a 3N-dimensional vector containing the coordinates of the N atoms

of the protein at a given snapshot. To obtain a fictitious trajectory with the

interchain movements, we fit the Ca atoms of chain-A in the reference

structure, X0
cl, onto the Ca atoms of chain-A in every snapshot, and we pro-

duce a new PDB file with the generated structures. The procedure is

repeated for the other two chains and then the three PDB files are merged

to produce the interchain trajectory of the whole protein. This fictitious tra-

jectory is denoted as fXinter
cl g, whereas Xinter

cl refers to any of its snapshots.

It should be noted that the size of the conformational space of the inter-

chain movements is significantly smaller than that of the intrachain move-

ments. Six degrees of freedom are required to describe the rigid-body

translations and rotations of each chain, thus requiring 18 degrees of

freedom for the entire protein. However, because the translations and rota-

tions of the whole system have been eliminated, six degrees of freedom are

missed. Therefore, the interchain movements are described by just 12 de-

grees of freedom. The remaining 3N-6-12 degrees of freedom span the in-

trachain conformational space, where N is the number of atoms considered.

The procedure used to decompose the snapshots of the MD trajectories

into interchain and intrachain displacements was also applied to the

closed/open transition. In this analysis we only employed the minimized

structures of the closed and open forms, X0
cl and X0

op. A PDB file with

the coordinates obtained when only the intrachain closed/open transition

occurs is generated by least-square-fitting each chain of X0
op onto the

corresponding chain in X0
cl. We denote the vector containing these coordi-

nates as Xintra
op . Similarly, a PDB file containing the coordinates generated

when only the interchain closed/open transition occurs is obtained by

least-square-fitting each chain of X0
cl into the corresponding chain in X0

op.

These coordinates are collected in the Xinter
op vector. Finally, by subtracting

the coordinates contained in X0
cl from those contained in Xintra

op and Xinter
op ,

two 3N dimensional displacement vectors are obtained. One of them,

Vintra
c/o ¼ Xintra

op � X0
cl, contains the coordinate changes that come along

with the fictitious intrachain closed/open transition. The other one,
2644 Biophysical Journal 111, 2642–2650, December 20, 2016
Vinter
c/o ¼ Xinter

op � X0
cl, contains the coordinate changes in the fictitious intra-

chain closed/open transition.
Dynamical analysis and principal component
analysis

We next thoroughly analyzed the dynamics of the closed form of the P2X4

receptor. In particular we evaluated if the movements required to open the

channel already occur, although to a lesser extent, in the closed structure.

Also we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) of the fictitious

trajectories fXintra
cl g and fXinter

cl g. The correlation matrices used in this anal-

ysis only considered the Cartesian coordinates of the Ca atoms. The size of

essential spaces, ESintra and ESinter was determined according to the

following procedure. First, we calculated the atomic displacements from

the average structure, for each configuration sampled in a MD simulation.

Then we computed the inner products between the vectors containing such

displacements and the successive Principal Component (PC) modes. A PC

mode was considered to belong to the essential space if these inner products

do not follow a Gaussian distribution (38). The normality of the distribu-

tions was evaluated by employing the Dangelo’s test (39). Also, to assess

the consistency between the data provided by the independent MD simula-

tions, we computed the overlap between their covariance matrices (40,41).

This parameter equals 1 if the subspaces sampled by two alternative simu-

lations are the same and is 0 if they are orthogonal.
RESULTS

We next discuss the interactions and relative movements be-
tween two adjacent chains of the receptor, which we call A
and B. Because of the symmetry of the system, the interac-
tions between chains A and B are equivalent to those be-
tween B and C and between C and A. We always allude
first to chain A and we refer to chain B as the ‘‘adjacent
chain.’’ In a view of the system from the extracellular
side, perpendicular to the plane of the membrane, chain B
is the first to be found when a counterclockwise rotation is
performed starting from chain A.
Static aspects

Significant insights about the operation of the P2X4 receptor
have already been obtained from the comparison between
the crystal structures of the closed and open forms
(20,21). This analysis revealed that ATP promotes the
closure of the binding site, producing the approach between
the head of one chain and the dorsal fin of the adjacent
chain. This movement, in turn, pushes the left flipper of
the former chain out from the binding pocket. Because the
left flipper and dorsal fin are tightly coupled to the lower
body region, this causes a substantial expansion of the trans-
membrane channel.

With the aim of getting further insight into the nature of
this coupling, we decomposed the closed/open transition
vector into the fictitious transition vectors Vintra

c/o and
Vinter

c/o. In this process we first obtained the fictitious struc-
tures Xintra

op and Xinter
op . Animations of the displacements

observed in Vintra
c/o and Vinter

c/o are presented in Movies S1
and S2 in the Supporting Material, respectively. These



TABLE 1 Van der Waals Clashes between Adjacent Chains

Present in Xintra
op

Chain A Chain B

GLU98 (MB) GLN97 (MB)

ARG143 (H) THR218 (DF)

ARG280 (MB) ASN204 (MB)

VAL291 (LF) SER214 (DF)

ASP323 (MB) SER66 (MB)

PHE327 (MB) LEU64 (MB)

The domain to which each residue belongs is in parentheses: MB, middle

body; H, head; DF, dorsal fin; LF, left flipper.

TABLE 2 Van der Waals Clashes between Adjacent Chains

Present in Xinter
op

Chain A Chain B

GLN116 (H) ARG85 (UB)

ASN140 (H) LYS72 (UB)

ASP141 (H) GLY73 (UB)

ALA142 (H) LYS72 (UB)

ASP145 (H) ASP88 (UB)

GLY146 (H) ILE74 (UB)

LEU165 (H) LEU76 (UB)

LEU165 (H) ILE86 (UB)

SER166 (H) ILE86 (UB)

TRP167 (H) ARG85 (UB)

LEU282 (LF) SER66 (MB)

ASN284 (LF) ARG206 (MB)

ASN289 (LF) ILE208 (DF)

ASN289 (LF) LEU209 (DF)

ASN289 (LF) PRO210 (DF)

ASN290 (LF) ILE208 (DF)

VAL291 (LF) LYS193 (MB)

ALA292 (LF) LYS193 (MB)

PRO293 (LF) LYS193 (MB)

TYR295 (LF) ASP99 (MB)

ARG298 (UB) ALA90 (UB)

ARG298 (UB) GLN97 (UB)

ARG299 (UB) GLN97 (UB)

PHE299 (UB) ASP91 (UB)

ALA300 (UB) ASP91 (UB)

TYR302 (UB) LYS301 (UB)

ARG312 (UB) ASP88 (UB)

The domain to which each residue belongs is in parentheses: MB, middle

body; UP, upper body; H, head; LF, left flipper.

Dynamics of the P2X4 Receptor
movies should be compared with those provided as supple-
mentary information in (21), where the actual closed/open
transition is shown. The Vintra

c/o transition (Movie S1) shows
that the distortion of the chains takes the head of chain A
closer to the dorsal fin of chain B while, at the same time,
it moves away from its upper body. In addition, the left
flipper twists in a such way that its lower body gets closer
to the middle body of chain B while its upper body drifts
apart from the ATP binding site.

The animation of the Vinter
c/o transition (Movie S2) indi-

cates that the interchain movement also contributes to take
the head of chain A closer to the dorsal fin of chain B. In
addition, the left flipper of chain A gets closer to the bottom
of the dorsal fin of chain B while it moves away from its
middle and upper parts. Along with this movement, part
of the head of chain A approaches the upper body of
chain B.

In regard to the opening of the channel, the animations
reveal that the interchain movement is mainly responsible
for the widening of the transmembrane domain and low
extracellular vestibule. To quantify this observation we esti-
mated the expansion of the narrowest part of the transmem-
brane pore and the enlargement of the lower part of the
extracellular vestibule, for each of the fictitious transitions.
The size of the narrowest part of the transmembrane pore
was measured by the distance between the central axis of
the pore and the Cb atom of Ala347, excluding the Van
der Waals radius. This distance changes from 0.8 to
3.60 Å along the complete closed/open transition. On
the other hand, for the Vintra

c/o transition it just reaches a value
of 1.10 Å, whereas for Vinter

c/o it reaches 3.26 Å. The exten-
sion of the lower extracellular domain was measured by
the distance between the Ca atoms of the Asp59 residues
belonging to contiguous chains. According to Hattori
et al., this distance goes from 15.0 to 25.5 Å when the sys-
tem switches from the closed to the open conformation (21).
We found that this distance variates from 15.0 to 23.0 Å
along Vinter

c/o whereas it attains a value of just 17.9 Å along
Vintra

c/o. Altogether, these results indicate that both, the inter-
chain and the intrachain movements contribute to the
conformational changes observed near the ATP binding
site (head, left flipper, dorsal fin, and upper body regions).
However, the widening of the fenestration region and the
opening of the channel are mainly caused by the interchain
movement contained in vector Vinter

c/o. Movie S2 shows that
this movement can be fairly described as a rocking motion
of the frozen chains.

We investigated the fictitious structures Xintra
op and Xinter

op to
determine whether they contain clashes between atoms. The
clashes that we spotted are presented in Tables 1 and 2
where we also indicate the location of these repulsive inter-
actions. There are significantly less clashes along the Vintra

c/o

transition than along the Vinter
c/o one. In the former case there

are just six clashes. In the latter one there are 27, equally
distributed between left flipper and middle body, upper
body and upper body, and head and upper body. This is
not surprising since these regions already contain many
close contacts in the closed structure (20). It is nonetheless
worthwhile to note that all clashes, both interchain and in-
trachain, occur away from the transmembrane domain. In
other words, there are no steric impediments for the Vinter

c/o

or the Vintra
c/o transitions at the lower body and transmem-

brane domains.
The main conclusions of this section are the following.

The opening of the transmembrane pore is mainly caused
by the interchain motions. To a good extent, they can be
described as the rocking motions of the frozen chains. How-
ever, these movements cannot take place by themselves
Biophysical Journal 111, 2642–2650, December 20, 2016 2645
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because they produce 27 severe Van der Waals clashes be-
tween each pair of chains. All these clashes are situated in
the middle and upper part of the protein. The internal defor-
mations of the chains, by themselves, also create Van der
Waals clashes around the ATP binding site. When the two
types of movements occur together, their detrimental effect
cancels each other so that there are no clashes along the
actual closed/open transition, as expected.
Dynamical aspects

The consistency of the results provided by the eight inde-
pendent MD simulations was assessed by calculating the
overlap between their covariance matrices. The equations
employed for these calculations were proposed by Hess
(40,41). For completeness, we provide them in the Support-
ing Material. We calculated the covariance overlap for the
28 pairs of matrices that can be formed from the 8 simula-
tions. From this set, we computed an average overlap of
0.73 with a standard deviation of 0.08. This indicates that
the individual simulations afford reasonably similar data.

The dynamical results reported here correspond to
average values computed from the 8 independent 200-ns
runs. When determining the PC modes and the projections
of the trajectories onto ESinter or ESintra, each trajectory
was analyzed individually. The data reported below are
average values and standard deviations computed from these
samples of eight data. For the rest of the MD results, we
considered all the simulations together; that is, the snapshots
collected from the eight simulations were used to form a sin-
gle set from which averages and standard deviations were
computed. Moreover, for interactions and distances that
involve pairs of chains, the three possible pairs were con-
sidered. Therefore, the amount of data used to obtain such
averages is three times the one used for averages corre-
sponding to the whole protein.

Following the criteria explained above, we found that the
size of the essential spaces ESinter and ESintra was three and
six, respectively. It is normally assumed that the essential
space of a protein contains the most relevant motions, those
that are required to fulfill its function. Therefore we
wondered to what extent ESintra and ESinter contain the direc-
tions required to perform the closed/open transition. To do
so, we determined the square projection of ~vintrac/o onto ES

intra,
where ~vintrac/o is a normalized vector in the direction of Vintra

c/o.
Also, we computed the square projection of ~vinterc/o onto
ESinter, where ~vinterc/o is a normalized vector in the direction
ofVinter

c/o. The ~v
inter
c/o and ~v

intra
c/o employed in these calculations

only contained the coordinates of the Ca atoms so as to allow
the projections on the PC modes. The equations used to
evaluate the squared projections are presented in the Support-
ing Material. We found that the former projection is just
0.06 5 0.05, whereas the second one is 0.72 5 0.06.
Both squared projections are larger than what would be
obtained if all the degrees of freedom were equally likely
2646 Biophysical Journal 111, 2642–2650, December 20, 2016
(6/2961 ¼ 0.003 for the intrachain subspace and 3/12 ¼
0.25 for the interchain subspace). Nevertheless, the most
relevant information that emerges from this analysis is that
the vectors spanning ESinter are able to describe most of the
displacements occurring along ~vinterc/o. Vector ~v

intra
c/o, on the

other hand, is almost perpendicular to ESintra.
Visually, the similarity between the displacements

observed in Vinter
c/o and the interchain fluctuations observed

in the MD simulations can be appreciated by comparing
Movie S2, which contains the animation of Vinter

c/o, with
Movie S3, which contains the animation of the first eigen-
vector of the interchain modes.

We want to highlight the importance of performing the
interchain/intrachain separation. Without this analysis tool,
the fact that the opening of the channel is mainly attributable
to the interchain movement would have been masked. The
procedure also allowed us to reveal that ESinter mostly con-
tains the direction of the interchain closed/open transition.
If a PCA is performed without applying the decomposition,
the squared projection of ~vc/o onto the subspace formed by
the first six PC modes is just 0.11 5 0.05. If the first nine
modes are considered, the squared projection increases to
0.14 5 0.06.

The previous analysis shows that almost none of Vintra
c/o is

contained in ESintra whereas an important part of Vinter
c/o lies

in ESinter. However, this does not tell us to what extent the
required fluctuations actually occur. To investigate this issue
we subtracted the minimized structure of the closed form,
X0

cl, from the fictitious interchain trajectory contained in
fXinter

cl g. Then, we calculated the inner product between
the instantaneous displacements and ~vinterc/o. This gives the
actual displacements of the interchain movements along
the direction of Vinter

c/o. By dividing these numbers by the
magnitude of vector Vinter

c/o we calculated what fraction of
the required displacement is really achieved. The time evo-
lution of these inner products, for two typical trajectories, is
presented in Fig. 2. Similar plots are obtained when the
other simulations are considered. It is seen that, in the
most favorable situations, the actual fluctuations only cover
~25% of the whole interchain closed/open transition. In
other words, even though ESinter contains a significant frac-
tion of Vinter

c/o, the interchain fluctuations observed in typical
MD simulations of the closed form are restrained and only
cover a tiny amount of the displacements required for the
opening.

These results corroborate that a naive vision, which as-
sumes that the real transition smoothly interpolates between
the closed and open conformations, is incorrect. Instead, a
defined sequence of conformational changes, occurring at
different parts of the protein, is required. Recently, an
elegant and detailed computational study was able to reveal
such a sequence of conformational changes for a membrane
transporter (42). In this context, we wondered what inter-
actions restrained the interchain movements in the absence
of the intrachain deformations. Clearly, those intrachain



FIGURE 2 Inner product between vector ðXinter
cl ðtÞ � X0

clÞ=
�
�Vinter

c/o

�
� and

versor ~vinterc/o for the snapshots collected along two MD simulations. Similar

plots are obtained with the other simulations. To see this figure in color, go

online.
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conformational changes must occur in the first place to un-
lock the interchain movement. The restraints can come from
the loss of attractive interactions and/or from the formation
of repulsive interactions. We examined these two possibil-
ities below.

To explore the repulsive interactions, we first selected
pairs of atoms that, belonging to adjacent chains, were in
close contact along the MD simulation (average distance
<3.5Å). Then, from this set, we identified those pairs whose
distance in Xinter

op were smaller than their smallest distance in
fXinter

cl g. The reasoning behind this selection criterion is that
fluctuations in fXinter

cl g and fXintra
cl g compensate to each

other so that, in the MD simulations, the pairs of atoms
are in close contact but do not overlap. Accordingly, any
shorter distance observed in Xinter

op would not be compen-
sated by the intrachain deformations naturally occurring in
the absence of ATP. These interactions would, at some
TABLE 3 Distances between Pair of Atoms that Experience the La

closed/open Transition

Chain A Chain B hdcli (Å) hdintercl i
GLN116NE2 (H) ARG85NH (UB) 3.48 5 0.63 4.23 5

ASN289ND2 (LF) LEU209O (DF) 3.26 5 0.64 3.51 5

ALA292O (LF) LYS193NZ (MB) 3.29 5 0.58 3.52 5

The data corresponding to the closed form were computed by averaging together

standard deviations. The domain to which each residue belongs is in parentheses

fin; and LF to left flipper.
point, hinder and eventually stop the interchain movements
required to open the channel. The pairs of atoms that fulfill
these criteria are presented in Table 3.

The consistency of the interacting pairs identified with the
criteria described above was assessed by employing the
following alternative procedure. We generated fictitious
structures by linearly interpolating between X0

cl and Xinter
op .

Then we spotted the clashes that take place along such
transformations. The pairs of atoms shown in Table 3 are
the first to show up when one follows this procedure.
They all appear just before 20% of the whole transition
has occurred.

Table 3 shows that the selected interatomic distances are
rather similar in the actual closed and open structures. How-
ever, the comparison of the average separations in the ficti-
tious trajectories of the closed form, fXinter

cl g and fXintra
cl g,

with the separations in the fictitious open structures, Xinter
op

andXintra
op , reveals that this agreement is achieved in different

ways. The distances sampled from fXinter
cl g are large. How-

ever, because they get small values in fXintra
cl g, the pairs

are just kept in close contact. According to the data of the
seventh column of the table, the interchain closed/open
transition leaves the same pairs of atoms too close to each
other, but this is compensated by the distortions that occur
along the intrachain closed/open transition, which sepa-
rates them considerably. The results of the MD simulations
demonstrate that these distortions do not occur in the
absence of ATP. Therefore, the interchain movement is
impeded.

To investigate the attractive interactions, we analyzed the
behavior of the most significant H-bonds between adjacent
chains. We considered as ‘‘significant’’ those H-bonds that
were present in more than 50% of the conformations
sampled in the MD trajectory. Table 4 displays the interac-
tions that fulfill with this criterion. None of them are present
in either Xinter

op or Xintra
op , but a couple of them are still present

in the actual open structure. These are Gln116-Ile86 and
Arg312-Asp88. On the other hand, Glu310-Arg85, present
in the closed structure, is replaced by Glu310-Lys301 and
Glu310-Tyr303 in the real open structure. The rest of the
attractive interactions are disrupted. In particular, all the
H-bonds between the left flipper of one chain and the dorsal
fin of the adjacent chain are broken. In the open structure,
these domains interact with the ATP molecule.
rgest Repulsive Interactions along the Fictitious Interchain

(Å) hdintracl i (Å) dop (Å) dinterop (Å) dintraop (Å)

0.46 3.24 5 0.71 4.16 1.65 5.70

0.24 3.42 5 0.40 4.56 3.01 7.82

0.38 3.19 5 0.40 3.00 0.58 5.89

the results of the eight independent MD simulations. The errors indicate the

: MB refers to middle body; UP to the upper body; H to head; DF to dorsal
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TABLE 4 Average Occupancy of the Interchain H-bonds that

Are Present in More than 50% of the Conformations Sampled

along the Eight MD Simulations Considered Altogether

Chain A Chain B % MD traj

GLN116 (H) ILE86 (UB) 61.4 5 1.0

ASP141 (H) ILE74 (UB) 51.1 5 0.7

PRO287 (LF) SER214 (DF) 57.8 5 1.2

ASN289 (LF) LEU209 (DF) 71.7 5 1.1

ASN290 (LF) SER214 (DF) 51.2 5 1.2

GLU310 (UB) ARG85 (UB) 76.7 5 0.8

ARG312 (UB) ASP88 (UB) 81.9 5 1.4

ASP323 (UB) SER66 (UB) 59.8 5 0.7

The errors indicate the standard deviations. The domain to which each res-

idue belongs is in parentheses: UB, upper body; H, head; DF, dorsal fin; LF,

left flipper.
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A clear pattern is evident when the repulsive and attrac-
tive interactions are examined collectively. Thus one real-
izes that, with the exception of the interaction between
Asp323 and Ser66, all the other pairs are in two specific re-
gions of the system, located immediately above and below
the ATP binding zone. These two regions are represented
in Fig. 3. One of them corresponds to the contact between
the left flipper of chain A and the dorsal fin of chain B.
The other one corresponds to the contact between the upper
body and head of chain A with the upper body of chain B.
The importance of the interactions between these regions
FIGURE 3 Zones of the systemmost affected by the fictitiousVinter
c/o tran-

sition. Significant interchain H-bonds are broken and severe interchain van

der Waals clashes are formed in these regions if only the Vinter
c/o transition

occurs. To see this figure in color, go online.
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has already been revealed in numerous experimental studies
(28,30,43–45). In particular, Tvrdonova et al. (43) have indi-
cated that residues in the left flipper and dorsal fin domains
could be involved, not only in ATP recognition and binding,
but also in signal transduction.

From the previous analysis, it can be inferred that the dis-
tances between adjacent chains, at the key locations
described above, should change in an anticorrelated way
in the fictitious trajectories fXinter

cl g and fXintra
cl g so that an

appropriate distance between the interacting pairs can be
maintained. To verify this, we evaluated the separation be-
tween the dorsal fin of chain A (residues Pro287-Ala292)
and the left flipper of chain B (residues Pro210-Ser214).
The residues belonging to these parts have already been
specified in the caption of Fig. 1. Similarly, we evaluated
the separation between the upper body of one chain (resi-
dues Glu84-Asp88) and head plus the upper body of
the adjacent chain (residues Glu310-Arg312 and Gln114-
Lys118). The separations between groups were estimated
by the distances between the centers of mass of their Ca

atoms. In Fig. 4 the results are shown. The plots clearly indi-
cate that the movement in these two regions of the system is,
as expected, strongly anticorrelated.
DISCUSSION

The dynamics of any oligomeric protein can be decomposed
as an interchain motion that describes the translation and
rotation of the chains, considered as rigid bodies, plus an in-
trachain motion that describes their internal deformations.
We applied such decomposition to the closed/open transi-
tion of the P2X4 receptor and found that the opening of the
FIGURE 4 Correlation plot for selected distances along the interchain

and intrachain movements. (A) Distances between the left flipper (LF)

and dorsal fin (DF) of contiguous chains are shown. (B) Distances between

the head/upper body (H/UB) and the upper body (UB) of contiguous chains

are shown. Different colors were assigned to each MD simulation. The

Pearson’s coefficient (PC) was computed for each MD simulation and the

provided value corresponds to the average coefficient. The errors measure

the standard deviation. For the sake of clarity only one-tenth of the data

were plotted. To see this figure in color, go online.
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transmembrane pore is mostly caused by the interchain dis-
placements. A visual inspection of these movements shows
that they can be fairly described as rocking motions. When
the head of the chain moves down, the TM helices move out-
ward, opening the channel. Contrarily, when the head moves
up the TM helices move inward closing the channel.

On the other hand, the interchain movements observed in
the eight independent MD simulations of the closed form
were found to have similar directions than those seen in
the closed/open transition. However, in the absence of
ATP, these movements cannot achieve the amplitude
required to open the pore because they produce severe van
der Waals clashes and destroy important H-bond interac-
tions between adjacent chains. These van der Waals clashes
and H-bonds are in two critical regions located around the
ATP binding site. One region involves the interaction be-
tween the left flipper of chain A and the dorsal fin of chain
B. The other one involves the interaction between head and
upper body of chain A with the upper body of chain B.

Several MD studies performed on other proteins have re-
ported that the movements required for the transition from
the inactive to the active conformation are already present
in the inactive form. This includes both, membrane and non-
membrane proteins (46–54). However, as far as we know,
this is the first case in which the analysis is performed after
decomposing the atomic displacements into interchain and
intrachain movements. This decomposition turned out to
be crucial since only the interchain movements are ‘‘en-
coded’’ into the closed form of the P2X4 receptor. Without
the decomposition this fact would have been masked.

A closer look into the dynamics of the closed form
demonstrated that the interchain and intrachain movements
changed the distances between important domains in an
anticorrelated way. Therefore, their effects compensate to
each other so that the actual distances are maintained within
an appropriate range. This suggests that the even larger
interchain displacements required to open the pore cannot
occur because the intrachain deformations observed in the
absence of ATP are not able to compensate them. According
to this view, one of the actions of the ATP would be to
reshape the interactions that hinder the interchain motions,
so that the rocking of the chains can achieve the amplitude
needed to open the pore.
CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a detailed MD study of the closed form
of the P2X4 receptor. The comparison between the displace-
ments observed in the MD simulation and those occurring
along the closed/open transition provided some indica-
tions about the gating mechanism and the role played by
the ATP. It was established that the opening of the pore is
mainly caused by a rocking motion of the chains, considered
as rigid bodies. This motion partly occurs when P2X4 is
closed. However, under such conditions, the rocking motion
does not achieve enough amplitude because is impeded by
interactions between adjacent chains. All these interactions
take place around the ATP binding site. This suggests that
one of the effects of the binding of ATP would be to release
the restrains that hinder the rocking motion. Further compu-
tational or experimental studies are needed to confirm or
rebut this hypothesis.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Supporting Materials and Methods and three movies are available at http://
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